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Creating perfect escapes 
to make memories to 
treasure. 

Home to seven of the finest British 

brands, Archive, Clarke & Clarke, 

Harlequin, Morris & Co., Sanderson, 

Scion and Zoffany, Sanderson Design 

Group Contract provides ultimate 

design choice in uncompromising 

contract specifications.

Country escapes come in all shapes 

and forms, whether it’s a grand country 

house hotel or an intimate holiday 

cottage, good interiors count.



1. NATIONAL TRUST HOLIDAY COTTAGES

 

Sanderson Aegan G222948Sanderson HOME Country Stripes DCST232682

1. NATIONAL TRUST HOLIDAY COTTAGES

Sanderson Caverly Prints DCAVPO204

STEPPER VIEW - CORNWALL
NATIONAL TRUST HOLIDAY COTTAGES 

You feel instantly relaxed when arriving at Stepper 
View, beautifully located on the headland 
overlooking Polzeath in North Cornwall.

‘For Stepper View our inspiration was drawn from 
the cottage’s coastal location on Pentire Head, 

surrounded by rolling fields down to the wide, sandy 
by and open sea. We used a neutral palette to form 
the backdrop and added highlight paint on feature 
walls. Texture and colour were woven into the 
design using Saxon Teal-Indigo, Saxon Denim and 
Sanderson Simi Aegan fabric. The marine hues of 
the seascape, enjoyed from every window, thread 
through into each room creating a welcoming 
ambience to this pretty cottage’, explains Tracey.

The National Trust operate over 400 cottages across 
Wales, Northern Ireland and England. These come in 
all shapes and sizes, and every one is brimming with 
character and has been lovingly restored to reflect the 
original feel. 

As every property is on National Trust land, visitors 
enjoy the space to relax in truly unbelievable locations 
– from looking out over rugged coastlines and 

watching deer roam across your front garden, to 
stepping out of your front door into tree-lined vistas 
and immaculate gardens. So, getting the interior right 
is essential in creating the perfect retreat.

Tracey Mortimore, Holidays Manager for The National 
Trust, Arlington, North Cornwall, North Devon region 
shares the design approach they took on two newly 
refurbished cottages.

COMBE PARK LODGE -  DEVON
NATIONAL TRUST HOLIDAY COTTAGES

Combe Park Lodge nestles close to the river which 
runs down to Watersmeet where a short walk will 
bring you to the Trust’s historic tea garden and old 
fishing lodge deep in a wooded valley. Completely 
refurbished by National Trust in 2015/16, Tracey 
describes the process, ‘a traditional theme was used 
to reflect the ambience of this cosy retreat. Tradition 
and warmth create a timeless theme, so using 
Sanderson Chestnut tree and Sanderson Squirrels and 
Hedgehogs, we gave a modern, country feel to this 
characterful and very beautiful, Edwardian cottage.’

There’s a sense of occasion when you stay with 
the National Trust; from gatehouses and 
farmhouses, to lighthouses and castles, so 
choosing the right interior is key. Sanderson 
Design Group Contract, is the official home of six 
of the finest British brands, Archive, Clarke & 
Clarke, Harlequin, Morris & Co., Sanderson, Scion 
and Zoffany, providing ultimate design choice in 
uncompromising contract specifications.
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2. THE ALEXANDER HOTELS GROUP
The Alexander Hotels family comprises of boutique hotels located throughout the Southern counties. Beautiful, 
historic, and individually designed destinations make for the perfect countryside escape.

2. THE ALEXANDER HOTELS GROUP

BARNETT HILL HOTEL -  
GUILDFORD, SURREY
THE ALEXANDER HOTELS GROUP

Barnett Hill, a Queen Anne style Mansion dating back 
to 1905, sits on its stunning hill top location with views 
of 26 acres of lovingly maintained gardens and 
woodland within an area of outstanding natural beauty 
in Surrey. The perfect hotel for a countryside escape.

Peter and Deborah Hinchcliffe, joint Managing 
Directors bought Barnett Hill in October 2016. 
Attracted by the gorgeous grade II listed building, and 
its beautiful gardens set in the Surrey hills, this latest 
addition fits in well with the already impressive 
Alexander Hotels Group.

Deborah shared her first impressions and the 
approach they took on this remarkable refurbishment, 
‘when we purchased the hotel, it was looking quite 
sad and uncared for. I think all the public rooms were 
painted yellow, despite having stunning mouldings 
and plaster features as well as an impressive stair 
case, it just looked neglected and institutional.

Choosing the right colour paint was a big decision as 
it needed to sit well with the grade II listing style, be 
durable and bring the public areas back to life with a 
smart 21st century look. Sanderson Crystal Grey 
achieved all of this and more, the colour compliments 
the whole look and guest love it.’

Sanderson Design Group Contract were able to 
provide the design choice needed on a project of this 
scale, in uncompromising contract specifications.

The bedroom required a complete remodel and 
new look, the Callista Collection by Clarissa Hulse 
for Harlequin was chosen. Deborah explains why, ‘it 
seemed the perfect range for a lot of the bedrooms. 
The cow parsley and grass designs using vibrant 
energising colours were just the perfect collection, 
it sat well with the garden theme and magnificent 
range of colours you find in our herbaceous and 
hot garden, ensure that all the bedrooms had a 
memorable look. I also loved the Cestino design 
with the multitude of colour and fun, yet very 
smart looking, this was used on arm chairs.’
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3. EXCLUSIVE HOTELS

 

 

Exclusive Hotels create truly exceptional experiences. Each of their 5-star venues incorporate beautifully curated 
bedrooms and suites for the perfect break, making memories to treasure.

H a r l e q u i n  C a l l i s t a  Z T E S 3 3 1 2 6 5

Harlequin Cal l ista HCLS111379 Harlequin Cal l ista HAMA120333

  

3. EXCLUSIVE HOTELS

Harlequin Momentum HLEO110603

Zoffany Tespi  Velvets ZTSV332163

Harlequin Lucedo HOT04415

Monia Allegretti of Archinterio explains the 
inspiration behind the interior spaces she has 
created, ‘Each hotel has amazing gardens and 
landscapes, so it’s almost recreating the outside, 
inside of the room. I feel hotel bedrooms should be 
different from your everyday home, as we are 
creating interiors to remember.

I believe colour creates happiness, so aim to create 
a different atmosphere in each room by using a 
splash of colours. It’s also important to create 
harmony, which is achieved by balancing different 
patterns, colours and textures.’ With Style Library 
Contract, you have ultimate design choice in 
uncompromising contract specifications.

SOUTH LODGE -  WEST SUSSEX
EXCLUSIVE HOTELS

South Lodge, a 19th century country house. Only 
25 minutes away from Gatwick airport, the hotel 
is perfectly situated for a relaxing break in the 
countryside. Full of luxury and charm, there is an 
abundance of individually styled bedrooms, suites, 
and award-winning dining experiences.

LAINSTON HOUSE -  WINCHESTER
EXCLUSIVE HOTELS

Lainston House is a charming 17th century 
country house situated in Winchester with a 
wealth of wonderful experiences to discover. 
Harlequin and Zoffany create this impressive 
luxurious interior.
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